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M. _ _W~'~. Smooth, coldstone. Airstale as death. Five days in this horrible maze and still no signs of the way out. The two Storm Knights decided to take a quick rest. Jean-Claude rested against the cavern wall, scanning thearea with his IRsights. Theceilingwasabout ten meters high, with aledge directly across from him at about chest height. "Yeah, this is just as good as anyplace else. Nothing's around that I can see." His companion, a woman dressed in militaryfatigues, dropped toherhaunches, supporting herselfwith her rifle. She pulled the backpack off her aching shoulder, and put a canteen to her parched lips. Wordlessly, she handed the canteen to JeanClaude. He quickly flashed a "Thanks" on his mirror-shade LED display as he greedily drank the water. Seconds later, he threw the canteen to the ground, spitting out a mouthful of water in a strangled scream. "That's impos-" was all he could get out as a black shape leapt into him. It all happened too quickly for the woman to react. There was no sound as blackness consumed the Frenchman. Beforeshecould act the darkness engulfed her as well, leaving behind only a canteen to show that· someone had passed. Two deaths. Three seconds.



The Land Below Six realms wage war with the citizens of Earth for control of the planet. High Lords from different realities have come to steal the vast resource of possibility energy the planet possesses. Few people realize that the invasion has also fostered dramatic changes inside the planet. The Earth is now riddled with interconnecting subterranean passages. No one knows what lies deep in the caverns, for no expeditions have returned. These caverns are a whole new world, alien and dangerous. This is the Land Below.
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The Shared Myth



A New Reality



What lurks below the surface of Earth? For thousands of years people believed tha t there was something down in the dark. Even until early in this century, popular fiction suggested that the world's interior might be a whole other world, with its own people and climates. So it was with the other invading realms. Nippon Tech. The Nile. The Living Land. Aysle. Orrorsh. The Cyberpapacy. All of these realms had myths concerning what was below the familiar surface of their world. With the advent of the Possibility Wars, those myths became reality.



The Darkness Devices were fascinated. The cave network was a most unexpected development. Theyagreed to keep information on the caverns a secret from their High Lords, while the two of them tried to determine what factors had triggered this kind of reaction. Perhaps Earth has untapped reserves of possibility energy that could be bled dry. In the course of their searches, they discovered that the creation of these caverns had also brought a fringe reality into closeraligrunent with theEarth. Belladereth Dularent, who is credited with discovering the realm, named it the Land Below (he thinks it is actually a small area inside the Earth capable of supporting powerful magics). As the war dragged on and Baruk Kaah and Mobius enjoyed ever greater victories, both Devices agreed that their High Lords were too concerned with the trappings of personal power. They were not creating enough destruction to suit Rec Pakken and the Kefertiri Idol's desires. However, the Land Below was a savage realm where the ambitious and destructive could quickly rise to power. In their savagery, these people would also appreciate the usefulness of such destruction. Here was a realm most suited to breeding a High Lord worthy of becoming Torg. Of particular interest is the domed world of Merretika, deep within the Land Below and home to Damo Kil of the Leopard Men and Hadian Fel Arof the Pyrian Fire Tamers. However, to develop the skills necessary to rule a cosm, such individuals needed challenges; the warlords of the Land Below needed to learn about technology and magic, for without that knowledge they would face swift defeat at the hands of advanced cultures.



The Creation of the Caverns As the possibility raiders settled into position and the war began in earnest, Pharaoh Mobius and Baruk Kaah formed a tenuous alliance. They decided it would be wise to establish a permanent link between their two realms. They allowed their Darkness Devices to construct an unobstructed tunnel, linking the Nile to the Living Land, using their possibility energy to build the cave. In the Nile, the energy also tapped the Egyptians' strong belief in the Underworld. As the Nile half of the cave burrowed toward the Living Land, this unfettered energy created numerous incidental cave branches. As the energies expended themselves and burrowed into the Earth, they triggered the release of energy from the subconscious of people throughout the Earth. An amazing chain reaction spread into every realm, creating a cave network almost beyond imagining. The caverns had been born of the will of billions of minds.



Introduction



The alliance of destruction was forged, as the two agreed to "drop" dimthreads into the reality. Taking the form of caves, the first two dim threads became permanent anchors to this realm, whileseveral dozen more dimthreads were sent tunneling through Core Earth. Many of the dimthreads hover on the perimeter of the other invading realms as well. The dimthreads would lure adventurers into the Land Below to challenge the High Lord candidates.



The Inevitable Betrayal The alliance of Rec Pakken and the Kefertiri Idol is one of the most unexpected developments so far in thePossibility Wars. While the two Darkness Devices have united to groom a new High Lord candidate, the alliance is doomed to disintegrate for many reasons.



At some point, one of the devices will turn on the other, since only one Darkness Device can merge with the proto-High Lord. It also means that the Darkness Device's current High Lord will be one of the first sacrifices to the new High Lord. For this reason, neither Mobius nor Baruk Kaah are being informed ofwhat has transpired below the Earth's surface. Until that time of battle, the two devices are subtly manipulating the realm and testing each other's patience. It is a cosmic game of strategy with consequences that will affect the future of Earth forever.



The Other Realms While the cave network connects to all of the realms on Earth, only Rec Pakken and the Kefertiri Idol are fully aware of its significance. Since neither Darkness Device is willing to push



A



n Alliance of Destruction



This level of cooperation between Darkness Devices has been unprecedented. Prior to this uneasy alliance, it seemed that the meeting of Darkness Devices resulted in a battle of epic destruction (Earth's Darkness Device, Huitzilopochtli, lostsucha battle to Heketon). While each High Lord pursues their own goals, each Darkness Device desires nothing more than the destruction of anything that might challenge its power, including any other Darkness Device. Such is the nature of the Nameless One.
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Torg: The Land Below



T



he Fringe Realities



On the edges of each cosm lie the fringe realities. They are the home of realities once a part of the cosm, but now separate. The legends of a cosm are the reality of the fringe realms, still alive despite those who no longer believe in the "fairy tales" and '- myths of the past. Each fringe reality has its own reality, with axioms and world laws. However, each one is also forever tied to its cosm of origin.



one of its dimthreads through another realm, the other Darkness Devices are largely ignorant about the cave network, although they are trying to figure out what caused its creation. The following paragraphs provide a general summary of the exploration and knowledge concerning the caves in the Earth and the Land Below fringe reality.



Nile Empire Dr. Mobius is trying to gatherinformationon the caves; what he knows is very sketchy. Slaves in the mines of the Land of the Dead are constantly reporting encounters with fantastic subterranean



creatures, and many people have disappeared without any clues as to their fate. The Darkness Devices didn't put the permanent dimthreads through to the Land Below until August of 1990, but Mobius troops discovered the Nile's entrance (a gaping pit plunging straight down) only a few weeks after its creation.
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also know that their miracles will only work for a short while, so they seldom do any serious exploration. Earth's fringe realities are numerous: the Dream Time, Avalon,



Olympus, EI Dorado and the Land Below are some of them. Many fringe realms were directly connected to Earth at some point. Some of them, like the Dream Time, canslill be accessed by those with the right knowledge or tools. One of those fringe realities, the Land Below, has now been brought to the forefront of the Possibility Wars.



The first expedition, led by Field Major Hopten-Ra, disappeared arid has not yet returned (the fate of the expedition is detailed in "The Land Below" short story, to be published in The Nile Empire anthology from West End Games). A second expedition has returned sketchy reports about a sub-tropical domed world below Earth's surface, some 5,000 kilometers down (or so the Nile troops believe). Mobius is impatiently waiting for a full report.



Living Land Baruk Kaah is enjoying use of the cave running to the Nile Empire, but he ignores the rest of the cave network. He is simply unconcerned and has no idea that his Darkness Device is responsible for many of the caverns. jakatts are allowed to explore the caverns to their hearts content, but few of them travel more than a few kilometers into the darkness. While they find the creatures and natural formations ofthe rock fascinating, they



Aysle Pella Ardinay has an accurate map of the caves directly beneath her realm thanks to the explorations of Belladereth Dularent. He entered the caves with a hearty group of dwarven miners in early September of 1990 and emerged about one month later. His journey and reports have been kept from the general population of Aysle, while Ardinay decides what to do about the caves. She plans to send several teams of magicians into the caves to see if they can explain the "magic-rich" area Belladereth discovered. Ardinay's decision to keep such matters secret had been very successful until recently. Aysle has been plagued by attacks from many foul beasts that have made their way to the surface, but most local authoritieshave deemed the creatures as the products of magic or other realms. The caves weren't well known. The dwarves are slowly mapping out the region, but most humans dismiss their claims as exaggerations to make their stories more exciting. A few humans have entered the caverns as well, but few have returned, and most of them have but politely but firmly silenced by the government. That was, of course, until reporters for the London Times were led into the caverns by a bunch of disgruntled dwarven miners who complained that they weren't being provided with adequate protection from tunnel dragons. Now with the story on the front page of the daily papers, brave (and foolish) adventurers are merrily tromping down into the darkness looking for treasure.



Introduction



Meanwhile, far to the north, Uthorion is trying to find the rumored underground cities of half-folk somewhere in the mountains of Norway or Sweden. Uthorion is investigating the possibility of using the caves to launch attacks on Ardinay's strongholds, but these plans are very tentative.



Cyberpapacy Jean Malreaux believes Inferno (the caverns beneath his realm) is a manifestation of demons that plan on attacking him. He has no idea that this area is just the manifestation of what his people believe the underworld to be like. He is using the existence of these fiery caves to lure even more people into the church, and is promising that all of his faithful will be protected from the forces of evil. Most people take his word to be literal truth and aren't questioning his proclamations, at least not yet. 'Those few who have entered the cave network will confirm Malreaux's statements. Malreaux's agents outside the realm haven't taken much notice of the caverns (except for those in Aysle), so Malreaux doesn't understand that the caverns run throughout the planet.



Nippon Tech Kanawa Corporation, Hantu Limited and the Rauru Block are carefully examining the labyrinth of steel and concretebeneath theground. The caves present a huge security risk to the companies because it is exceptionally difficult to block all of the caves beneath a particular building (many of the caves run directly into basements and underground floors). Kanawa has several exploratory expeditions underground to determine the extent of the caverns.



the caves, although especially troublesome areas are periodically cleansed of creatures.



Important! This sourcebook is a companion volume to Torg: Roleplaying the Possibility Wars. While this setting is adaptable to many other roleplaying games, many of the concepts and rules presented here are explained in greater detail in the boxed Torg rules set.



Orrorsh Thratchen is aware of the caves but hasn't found much use for them. He has yet to encounter the creatures hibernating in lairs at the lowest levels of the caverns. He is too busy trying to maintain power and keep the Gaunt Man's supporters off-guard to devote any time to these seemingly harmless (at least to him) caverns. On the other hand, the Victorians and the natives oftherealm know that the many caves that lead up to the surface are the source of many of the terrors of Orrorsh. They have not developed any coordinated responses to



R



eligions in a Game



The Land Below sourcebook defines religions as they exist and operate in the fictional setting we have created for the Torg game. It is in no way intended to be a treatise about the state or nature of religion in the real world.
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The Caverns of Earth ~II~ 100 origins 00'" "of theorize II, on the



this underground network. We are only beginning to realize the network's immensih} and ubiquity from our initial investigations. We will know more after the next major earthquake, when we can study wave propagation through the planet's crust. Until then we mllst rely 011 exploration. -Dr. Tom Willis, Ph. D., Georgia Institute of Technology



The scientists of Earth have just begun to explore the caverns beneath the surface. The biggest obstacle to earlier exploration was a lack of funding from governments and private institutions - with a war underway most institutions had nothing to spare. However~ as more and more speculation (some of it even accurate) regarding the caverns trickles into the media, companies and educational institutions are taking more interest in the topic, and the first well funded expeditions are soon to be underway.



Exploration Players will undoubtedly explore the tunnels for a variety of reasons (concocted by the gamemaster). The tunnel network serves as a means of entering protected areas in other realms, discovering new races that are potential allies against the High Lords, or spoiling the schemes of the High Lords as they attempt to use the tunnels for their own dark purposes. Simply exploring the tunnels leads to a host of challenges for the players, and
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preparing for an underground scenario requires some special consideration from the gamemaster.



Entrances Finding an entrance to the cave networkis a difficult task since only a few caves have been documented since the network was enhanced. While it is a good bet that most natural caves will somewhere enter the larger subterranean cave network, actually finding such a link is a risky proposition. Such preliminary searches gobble up a tremendous amount of resources and time, requiring several professionals from different fields, and still the returns are often negligible. Storm Knights may be able to travel to the local library or university to learn about the most recent expeditions and findings. They may also secure employment for one of these expeditions (typically for "grunt work"). Enterprising characters should keep detailed journals and maps (to the best of their ability) since this information can be quite valuable to the right people. The true nature of the caverns is unknown. A few people have correctly theorized that the network runs beneath the entire planet, but there are so many outlandish theories from supposedly respectable scientists that no one really knows the truth. How much the Storm Knights will learn themselves is up to the gamemaster. If they examine research papers and documented incidents, they may be able to figure out for themselves tha t this cave network permeates the entire planet.



Chapter One



Limestone Caves The most common caves found near the surface are made of limestone, marble or other relatively soft rock. They have been carved out of the rock by running water, and consequentially often have underground pools and streams, although some were formed millions ofyears ago and the surrounding area's climate changed, removing the ready source of water. These limestone caves have several



common characteristics, including winding, twisting and irregular caverns, which range from several meters wide to barely large enough to crawl through. Stalactites and stalagmites are common in these types of caverns, which are generally cool and wet. Coloration varies widely, depending upon the natural color of the rock as well as whatever sediments have been ground into it over the years. These types of caves are often suitable homes for the creatures of the subterranean realms, so they can be dangerous to explore.



Shore Caves This type of cavern is also formed by the eroding action of water, but this time it is from the ocean or sea tides that have burrowed into the rocks of the shore. These caves can run deep into the side of cliffs, with intricate twists and very smooth walls. Typically they are still subjected to the forces of the oceans and seas, so they are explorable only at low tide or at certain times of the year.



Volcanic Caves These caves are the legacy of the incredible volcanic forces deep in the planet. They are found only in areas that have seenvolcanic activity at some point, and can wind for kilometers through the ground. These caves are also found near the surface, and typically are spacious, with very smooth surfaces. Caves in regions of recent volcanic activity are much more dangerous. There is always the chance that renewed activity could send a stream of lava (damage value from 13 up to 20)



into the path of the characters or subject them to noxious gases.



Created Caves Many of the caves created in the early days of the war reach to the surface as well. They often take on the characteristics of the natural caves in the area, although sometimes they have an unusual blend of characteristics from many types of caves. The caves near the surface are generally of smooth stone, cool and have plenty of accessible water. The caves deep in the Earth seemed to be a hybrid of the cave types: some smooth and circular caves are littered with stalagmites, for example. This phenomenon is of particular interest to geologists, who are trying to formulate theories to explain the network's existence.



Staging Hints While each realm's caves have their own unique flavor, here are some gen-



eral guidelines that can be used for background. The caves of Earth are often just a curiosity, but little more. There are a few areas where a creature has come from the caverns and gone on a rampage through a nearby village, but these incidents are rare and often the connection to the caves isn't made by the local authorities. Mostentrancesareinconvenientbut not impassable. While there are thousands of entrances on Earth, many are located in remote areas of countryside. In more rural areas, Storm Knights wandering into town looking for the nearest cave will be greeted with suspicion. Most towns people will give them directions, but little else. Of course, if anything emerges from the caves after the Storm Knights have gone investigating, they will beblamed and probably be branded as criminals. The people in these areas often don't venture into the cave areas and would rather not know what's below the surface. These places make excellent lairs for large creatures or outcasts. Families in especially hostile areas, like the Living Land or a nation under



seige, may take refuge in a cave entrance, not realizing that the cave extends for kilometers. They will probably cluster near the entrance, and may be well stocked with food and equipment. Survivalists who have spent years planning for an apocolypse will also be encountered in the caverns, and they will probablydo anything to keep the curious away. Creatures that have been separated from their homeland will. also take refuge in the caverns (perhaps an Ayslish dragon will be found hiding in a Core Earth cavern). Even if the location of nearby caves is known, often the people have good reason to avoid it. Legends about these places are quite common - the unknown mixed with overactive imaginations has introduced a climate of fear whenever the caves are mentioned. These are normally effective deterents to exploration, although some towns will hire Storm Knights to investigate these places and find out the truth. The urban cave entrances are rare,



but they are generally well known in the immediate vicinity. A few of the created entrances emerged right in the center of towns and cities (including "The Pit" in the center of Amarillo, Texas), and while people have explored the near-surface areas (as part of a tourist trap), very few people are willing to undergo days of claustrophobic conditions just to find out what's "down there." In this case, the cave entrances are well known and detailed local maps of the region may be available. In cities where the caves have been



ignored by local officials, the caverns are gathering places for those who can't or won't fit into society - the mentally ill, criminally insane, or the average person who just can't cope with the world seerninlgy falling apart. In a city that has seen a great deal of conflict, such as New York or Paris, caveentrancesmaybejustbelowstreet or subway level, but they are often blocked by wreckage, pools of poisonous water, and dangerous but commoncreatures (rats, poisonoll5snakes,



etc.).
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Deeper into the caverns, miniature civilizations are being constructed by the communities of outcasts. Territories and hunting grounds are staked, roles in the society are designated and outsiders are often fair game. These civilizations tend to be brutal and violent, with the strongest and cruelest ruling, but there are a few places where good people have banded together for mutual protection. Considering the communal nature of humans, these organizations may be large and fairly common in cities that have been struck by disaster. The cave network has also worked its way into everday life. That stairway going to a sub-basement mayhave a false door which leads to the caves; or a cave entrance may be in the center of a grove of trees, hidden by thick bushes. Anywhere that is dark and tends to give people the creeps is a good place for a cave entrance.



stock, sighting of "little men" at night, and so forth. Another option is to hint that there is a powerful artifact lost somewhere in the caverns. Perhaps the Heart of the Coyote was stolen and is rumored to be in the caves below a large, city in Orrorsh. ' The Storm Knights may also have a personal stake - a longtime foe has taken up refuge, seeking asafe place to regain her power before continuing her quest to kill off the Storm Knights. They may also be trapped in the caves. The characters may be traveling through the woods when inexplicably the ground collapses and they plummet many meters down into the darkness. They may be attacked by a creature, with the only retreat being into an unexplored cavern. No matter how they get there, their will soon be overwhlemed by the hostile environment of the caverns.



Getting the Storm Knights Interested



The Cave Network



Storm Knights must have a reason to want to investigate. The easiest is to



have a gamemaster character to hire them to investigate some strange phenomenon, such as disappearing live-



The cave network within the Earth tunnels down for many kilometers, although the practical depth for human travel is about four kilometers (even at that depth, the rock is hot enough to burn the skin on contactdamage value 14 - and cave-ins and



Boundaries of Reality Thevarious realities tharhave invaded the Earth also extend below the surface (to a depth of 150 meters). Before the Gaunt Man was trapped (at the conclusion of The Nightmare Dream, the third novel in the Possibility Wars trilogy), he lowered Orrorsh's lower boundary to 1,000 meters below the surface. Pure, dominant and mixed zone definitions extend below the surface, and match surface conditions. The transition from an invading reality to Core Earth is often subtle, although there are some border areas with miniature re-



ality storms. Most often, explorers will merely walk across the border of the two realities without any fanfare. In time they will just realize they are in a different reality as certain pieces of equipment fail or they encounter natural manifestations of magical power. The miniature reality storms are wonderous to behold. While there are no swirling clouds, the adventurers will feel the tug of realities, complete with many of the hallucinative transformations of nearby objects found in surface reality storms.



noxious gases are alarmingly common). Anyone who has been spelunking or even visited a park and toured such sites as Mammoth Caves or Carlsbad Caverns will realize the absolute beauty of natural caves. This natural beauty is often overlooked in underground role playing settings. There are a number of ways for the gamemaster to convey descriptions of the underground environment to the players to keep the environment exciting and wondrous. Perhaps the most effective tool of description in an underground setting is the use of scale. Tunnels can be claustrophobically small one moment and then broaden suddenly into tremendous caverns the next. These shifts in scale accentuate the splendor ofcaverns and underground lakes. As a gamemaster describing underground settings, it is very effective to use these scale shifts and exaggeration of size to impress the players and thereby make the entire exploration more thrilling. Contrasting the tight fits in the tunnels to a vast underground sea, or having the characters corne across a stalagmite pillar 30 meters tall are examples of using scale for description. The gamemaster must also do some preparational work before running an underground scenario. The creatures and geography the characters encounter should maintain a consistent feel throughout the scenario, unless the characters travel from one underground region to another, in which case the reality and the environment will noticeably change. For example, designing a scenario for exploring the tombs under Orrorsh would feature a lot of undead and nasty slimy tunnels reeking with decay and crawling with worms and rats. An adventure below the Cyberpapacy should contain elements consistent with the cybernetic hell environment.



Hazards The challenges for the players lie in finding their way through the tunnels, getting light sources, avoiding natural hazards, and facing all the nasty creatures that inhabit the tunnels and caverns.
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Chapter One



Getting lost might actually be the toughest of these problems. As surface dwellers, humans traditionally think of directions in two dimensions. Trying to apply this two dimensional coordinate system to subterranean exploration leads to all kinds of problems. No tunnel goes perfectly straight and level through the ground; each passage is sloped and meanders around in a hundred directions. Players will have to struggle with three dimensional mapping if they expect to accurately record theirjoumeys. Marking walls or leavin'g a trail of bread crumbs doesn't really help. In poor lighting it is very difficult to find most markings. Equally difficult is determining landmarks. Rock walls and caverns look completely different when viewed from a different angle under poor lighting. Lighting is another exploration difficulty for the players. Often over-



looked in role-playing sessions, keeping track of lighting or a lack of it can lead to all sorts of suspenseful and terrifying situations. A small lizard inspires a lot more fear if the characters can only hear the clack! clack! clack! of its claws scraping on the floor. They will mentally make up the rest of the details, often envisioning something a lot bigger and scarier than the real thing. In some Core Earth caverns, dim greenish lighting is supplied by phosphorescent fungi which grow on the cavern walls. Other than this natural source, characters will have to depend on torches, lanterns, flashlights, or magic to supply light for their jour' ney. The hazards facing an exploration party are countless. Natural hazards include cave-ins, steam eruptions, poisonous gases, and explosive volcanic gases. All of these calamities have the potential to inflict massive destruction on the frail human body. The



gamemaster must balance excitement with danger when handling these hazards. For example, if the players are told that they feel lightheaded and that a strange odor like rotten eggs is in the air, that's fair warning for poisonous gas ahead. If they continue along without protection (i.e. gas masks or magic) then they should see their characters taking massive amounts of damage. Nobody said the underworld was safe.



Reality Warps The same reality energy that ereated the caverns also feeds the dangerous reality warps which exist in the caverns of Core Earth. They are created by Core Earth in its attempts to fight the High Lords, and are a kind of very intense reality storm. These transitory areas have their own world laws and axioms (normally a combination of existing laws and
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axioms from other realms). They are normally less than a kilometer across and last for three to four days on average. Anything caught inside a reality warp may be transformed into something appropriate to the new reality. Storms may mark the boundaries of a warp, but this is not always so.



Core Earth Nearly every nation has at least a few tunnel entrances, although most of them are yet to be discovered. If a tunnel is discovered, it is normally the subject of speculation and curiousity for the local villagers or city residents. Most of the time, it is believed the story is made up as part of the hysteria from the wars. Governments are slowly beginning to reallie that something very unusual has happened below Earth's surface, and they are dispatching scientests with whatever meager financing they can afford. The Core Earth tunnels are mostly limestone caves. Near the surface, the caves are cool (around 1DoC) and gets cooler as one goes further underground, until a depth of one kilometer, at which point the temperature starts to climb due to the Earth's molten interior. Underground lakes and springs are common and life is relatively plentiful. In the very lowest reaches oftunnels, the tunnels are very unsafe. Cave-ins, and explosions of steam and magma are common events.



Creatures of the Caverns Many species of flora and fauna have taken up residence in the tunnel network, including a wide assortment of lower life forms such as phosphorescent fungi, bats, rodents, worms, and lizards. While many of the creatures have migrated from the surface, a large number of creatures have entered the Earth from the Land Below by use of the dimthreads. Most of the predatory creatures in the caves and tunnels of Core Earth and the Land Below share characteristics with the predator fish found in Earth's ocean depths. The creatures have tremendously large eyes which
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are either extremely sensitive to light (creature is stymied if bright light is aimed at its eyes) or blind. In the dark depths of the Earth, these creatures have come to rely primarily on their sense of smell to track down the lizards and small mammals that are the primary source offood. The deep-earth beasts may go weeks without a catch, so they tend to be very aggressive. Most of the deep-earth creatures are amphibious and hunt in both the tunnels and lake caverns. They are tremendously varied in size and shape, with some being slug-like, other bipedal, and still others having a dozen limbs. Research scientists have found it impossible to catalogue these creatures because of the sparsity of data. Specific species have yet to be identified because no one has seen more than one example of any given creature. A "fringe" theory suggests that all of the creatures are evolved from the same set of genetic material, but each individual evolves appendages and tools appropriate to its environment. The most alarming constants between all of these creatures are a gigantic maw, lined with rows of teeth, and the reckless, frenzied approach to bringing down prey.



Bagger The bagger (so named by an eccentric and now dead research scientist) is presented as one example of these deep-earth predators. It is bipedal, although it's so humpbacked that its front arms often drag on the ground. Its feet are broad paddles with webbed feet for swimming. Its eyes are large luminescent orbs of pale yellow, nearly a meter across. Most of its bloated torso is stomach and its meter wide mouth sports rows of 20 centimeter fangs. Its body is covered with green and grey scales which constantly molt and decay. Bagger DEXTERITY 13 Dodge 15, unarmed combat 15 STRENGTH 15 TOUGHNESS 14 PERCEPTION 4 Tracking 10 MIND 3



CHARISMA 3 Taunt (10) SPIRIT 6 Intimidation (13) Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: claws (damagevalue STR +2/17), teeth (damage value STR +4/19), scaly hide (armor value TOU +2/16)



Molemen The molemen are a race of shapechangers who are believed to have entered Core Earth tunnels from Orrorsh. However, the race quickly spread throughout the planet and the Land Below. The race forms communities varying in size from twenty to a thousand individuals. In humanoid form, molemen average 165 em tall with pale brown skin. Molemen have all but given up their human form in favor of their mole changeling physique, which provides many survival advantages underground. In changeling form, a moleman appears as a large, stocky humanoid mole with long fur, a sharp snout and thick claws for burrowing. Most molemen carry mauls or pick axes for clearing hard rock and defense against other denizens of the deep. Each community cultivates much of its own food, with fungi and plant growth covering any nearby river and lake banks. They also actively hunt small game and fish in the numerous lakes. They have a very complex and difficult language (difficulty 12). All communities speak the same language, which is a high pitched chattering sound. The molemen seem to be peaceful creatures, since they do not seem to wage war against other communities; when there is a dispute over territory, the smaller tribe simply leaves the area. However, they are wary of outsiders, normally attempting to subdue any strangers so they can be sure they are controlling the situation. The first set of numbers represents a moleman in humanoid form, while the second indicates the changeling form.
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Molemen DEXTERITY 91 9 Dodge 10, melee weapons 10, unarmed combat 11 STRENGTH 10 112 Climbing 14, lifting 13 TOUGHNESS 10 112 PERCEPTION 10 19 MINDI0/9



Survival 10 CHARISMA 10 I 8 SPIRIT 12/12 Possibility Potential: some (60) Natural Tools (in changeling form): claws (damage value STR +2/ 14), bite (damage value STR +3/15), fur (armor value TOU +2/14) Equipment: maul (damage value STR +4/16), pick axe (damage value STR +4/16)



Regional Descriptions The following sections describe the environment of each realm's unique caverns. While some of the information on Core Earth's caverns applies in each of these areas, the alternate reality dominates. Along with thedescrip~ tion of the underground geography under each realm, a couple of nasty creatures are presented for each region. These creatures are presented more to generate some adventure ideas than to give an exhaustive beastiary of all of the denizens the players can encounter in the subterranean networks. The gamemaster should feel free to expand and create his own creatures using the ones presented as a guideline.



the Nile Empire. The caverns beneath the Nile Empire are called the Underworld. The tunnel which leads to the Living Land has its entrance about ten kilometers south of Alexandria. Another important entrance is in Central Cairo, deep within the sewers of the ancient city. This entrance at first seems to be a simple tunnel, but soon barrels down into the heart of the Underworld. The Kefertiri Idol often constructs temporary cavern entrances to snatch particularly troublesome Storm Knights and Ords. These entrances seem to appear from nowhere: the offending characters walk overa seemingly solid patch of ground only to find that it collapses beneath them. Possessing little knowledge of the true nature of the world, the ancient Egyptians of Earth did as many other ancient peoples - they made up stories to explain natural phenomena beyond their ken. For example, to the Egyptians, the sun was not a sphere many hundred times the size of the Earth. Instead, it



was a much smaller ball, albeit one that glowed brightly. When the sun "set" at night, the Egyptians believed that it actually passed through a great tunnel beneath the sands of Egypt so that it could "rise" on the other side of their land the next morning. Historically, vastcomplexesofcavems that sat on top ofthe sun's tunnel housed much of the Egyptian Underworld. These are the stories in the Nile Empire that have helped spawn the miles and miles of tunnels and caverns beneath Egypt. Certainly, the pulp fiction elements of the realm are inherent in this area as well, but primarily the caverns have come to resemble the Egyptian Underworld oflegend. Most creatures within the caves prowl the entire region, so Storm Knights should proceed with great care.



Busus An example of the kind of demons that haunt the Egyptian nether-realms, busus are truly grotesque creatures. They have the body of a hippopotamus, the limbs of a lion, and the head



Nile Empire The entrances to the caverns within the Nile Empire are numerous but well hidden. The most accessible entrance to the Land Below is in a cavern of the Land of the Dead (see The Pharaoh's Network). This entrance, a dimthread tunnel found by Field Major Hopten-Ra, drops 4590 kilometers into the Land Below (see Chapter Two: The Land Below and Chapter Three: Merre! ika). This tunnel is the one ofthe rare permanent dimthread tunnels in
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Torg: The Land Below



and tail of a crocodile. They walk upright on the lion legs and stand almost three and a half meters high. Busus are concerned with devouring any unworthy souls encountered while wandering the lands of thedead. Any soul judged worthy is safe from the demons. Characters and beings with an inclination of "good" will always be found worthy by a busus, while those who are "evil" will always be attacked. Characters withoutan inclination must trick the busus, by generating a faith total and beating the busus' faith total. Those who fail are judged unworthy.



This race makes its home only in areas of the tunnels where a particular glowing fungus called photothon may be found. It seems that they move photothon plants with them when they must relocate to a new region. The strange light cast by photothon illuminates the outline of the invisible men, so they are able to interact with one another (invisible men can automatically see each other in this light; characters must make a Perceptioll total of 12 to spot a lone invisible man, and if in groups, the character gets a Manyon-One bonus). Otherwise, these people are invisible even to each other.



Busus DEXTERITYS Dodge 10, swimming 15, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTH IS Lifting 20 TOUGHNESS 17 PERCEPTION 12 Find 16, trick (18) MIND 12 Test of will (15), willpower 15 CHARISMA 8 Taunt (15) SPIRIT 10 Faith 13, reality 12, intimidation 16 Possibility Potential: some (45) Inclination: Evil Natural Tools: claws (damagevalue STR +2/20), jaws (damage value STR +4/ 22), tail (damage value STR/18), hide (armor value TOU +2/19)



Invisible Men



Invisible Men A fairly complex society exists secretly under the surface of the Nile Empire. Huge tracts of tunnels and a few large centrally-located caverns are home to a race of people that may well go unnoticed for some time. The invisible men regularly frequent the surface of the Nile Empire, but they have gone unnoticed because they can't be seen. This race has a special ability that functions like the illvisibilittj pulp power (see page 46 of the Torg Worldbook), except the "power" is on at all times. Invisible men wander the surface to glean secrets discovered by overhearing private discussions. Their motivations are unknown even to those few who know of their existence.
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DEXTERITY 13 Dodge 15, maneuver 17, running 14, stealth 16, unarmed combat 14 STRENGTH 10 Climbing 13 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 12 Find 14, scholar (underground tunnels) 17, tracking 14, trick 16 MINDS Hypnotism 14, survival 13, test of will 12, willpower 13 CHARISMAS SPIRIT 6 Possibility Potential: some (65) Inclination: Good Special Abilities: invisibility



Living Land The most prominent Living Land cave entrance is in what used to be Upper Michigan. It is a huge chasm whose bottom is obscured by the Living Land's ever-present mist. The edeinos do not venture into the chasm, claiming that it has no bottom and is a dead spot on the land. Actually, the chasm is a permanent dimthread into the Land Below and eventually forms the Great Waterfall in Merretika. The waterfall averages 200 meters in diameter. The other end of the tunnel linking with the Nile Empire is in what used to be Rochester, Idiana. Baruk Kaah has a large group of edeinos patrolling the area. The northeastern United States has an unusually high number of entrances, including several which can



be accessed from the ruins of New York City'S subway system. These entrances are often populated by refugees of the war, many of whom have sunk to unvelievable levels of savagery. Baruk Kaah seems ready to use the caves to his advantage. The people of Detroit believe that an army of edeinos warriors and gospog is using the tunnels to move beneath the city. If this is so, the city may fall into the hands of the invaders. Preliminary investigation by units of army troops show no signs of invasion. The subterranean world below the Living Land is a network of seemingly natural caverns with moss covered walls, dripping stalactites, and pools of cold, clear water. The deep mist sinks into caverns and tunnels close to the surface, but quickly diminishes more than 150 meters below the surface. The caverns teem with life. Monstrous plant roots run throughout the caves, knotting up and running along some underground passageways to water. The mosses and fungi that are occasionally found in Core Earth tunnels cover the rocky surfaces of the tunnels below the Living Land like a shaggy carpet. Worms and beetles over twice the size of Core Earth counterparts roam through the tunnels. Many of the creatures of the Living Land, large and small, can be found in the caverns. Baruk Kaah has finally realized the strategic advantages of the tunnels and parties of edemos are becoming more common in the tunnels as they travel to flank North American troops or surprise holdout settlements within the Living Land.



Corpul Corpul arespherical floaters related to the bedotok (see the Livillg Lalld sourcebook), and like the bedotok, corpuls come from the same home cosm as the stalenger. Corpuls have a keen sense of smell which they use to track down explosive gases like methane, which is their "food." Corpuls have elastic bodies, stretching from 10 ern to 120 em in diameter, depending upon how much gas has been absorbed. If startled by tremors or strange



Chapter One



smells, corpuls use their gas bladders to propel themselves in a random direction to escape. The creature is harmless to other forms of life, and are even helpful as a warning sign to avoid dangerous underground areas rich in explosive fumes. lf a corpul is hit or shot, the creature will explode if it takes a wound, causing damage value 13-16withinaonemeterradius. Halve he damage up to a maximum radius of three meters. The damage depends on the corpul's size. Such explosions can chain react through a group ofcorpuis, or worse yet, ignite natural gas deposits the corpul was feeding on. Corpul DEXTERITY 10 Flight 11 STRENGTH 2 TOUGHNESS 2 PERCEPTION 8 Tracking 9 MIND 1 CHARISMAS SPIRITS Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: gas sacs (speed value



8)



Ustanah The edeinos have reported sighting a race of insect-men resembling the ustanahwho were cleansed from Takta Ker thousands of years ago (see page 10 of The Living Land sourcebook). The edeinos have named them the ustanah, saying the race has returned from the lands of the dead to haunt all ]akatts. Whether the edeinos are correct, or whether they are matching a distant tribal tale with observation of a new and different race is conjecture, but there is definitely a race of sentient insectoids inhabiting the tunnels beneath the Living Land. An ustanah resembles a bipedal preying mantis with slender legs and long arms which are held folded at its side. Its body is covered with greenblue chitin that serves as natural armor. The creatures have two sets of mandibles, one for rending and one for chewing, along with two sets of feelers around their mouths to hold food while it's being chewed. They have large black eyes which are excellent for motion detection, but poor at



picking out detail. Most ustanah carry a club that is hooked at one end. It has a groove running down its length and around the inside of the hook. This weapon serves as both a club in melee and as a kind of atlatl to help the ustanah propel flat disks ofsharp crystal at their enemies. Using the stick and the ustanah's long arms, the disks can be hurled at ferocious velocities. Theustanahareveryintelligent,communicating in their own language and having social organization. However, little is known about their level of advancement. Most encounters with the race have been violent, though a national guardsman claims to have been saved from edeinos by the ustanah and introduced to a ustanah scholar before being set free along an underground passage that led him back to a safe zone in southern Indiana. Ustanah DEXTERITY 12 Dodge 14, maneuver 14, melee weapons 13, missile weapons 14, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 10 Climbing 13 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 9 First aid 10', scholar 11' MIND 13 Medicine 14', science 14', test 14, willpower 14 CHARISMA 11 SPIRIT 10 'some ustanah don't have these skills Possibility Potential: some (70) Natural Tools: pincers (damage value STR +2/12), mandibles (damage value STR +3/13), chitin (armor value TOU +2/14) Equipment: crystal disks (damage value STR +3/13 when thrown; STR +5/15 when used with club-atlatD, club-atlatl (damage value STR +3/13)



Cyberpapacy Paris is not only the center of the resistance movement, but its catacombs allow for quick access to the caverns of Earth. The people of Paris fear the death that this new reality has brought to the underground, although



many gangs are fighting for control of the tunnels. The Cyberpapacy's belief in Hell has created a terrifying and dangerous cave network beneath France. The place is known as Inferno and it is truly fit only for the damned. The presence of the Inferno has become a well known folk-tale. The Church has pronounced that the Inferno is part of a demonic plot to take over France, but spies report that Malreaux is pleased that his subjects have such a vivid reminder of what happens to heretics when they die. Most entrances in CyberFrance are in large urban areas instead of in the wilderness. The Inferno is a physical place. Entrances seem to be ordinary caves, but once the cave has been entered, the ground erupts, spewing fire and intense heat. Throughout the journey, walls of fire rise to block the way or force explorers down a particularlunnel. Open flames ignite and disappear without reason. Such fires need no special fuel since solid rock can sustain fire in these caverns and tunnels. The fire inflicts damage with a value range of 10 to 25. While the boundaries ofInferno are limited to the boundaries of the Cyberpapacy, it is easy to become disoriented and wander indefinitely. There are demons wandering throughou t the tunnels ofInferno. Half of the demons are the fire-and-brimstone variety, while the other half are cybernetically enhanced. Many demons have left the tunnels of the Inferno and now live in the catacombs, and a few even travel to the streets at night.



(NeuralJackl Nightmare Nightmares are human-sized, ebony-skinned demons. The bodies of the creatures are smooth, almost glassy, and have absolutely no hair. The only other feature of a nightmare is a profusion of cybernetics, primarily eight slender cables that whirl ominously around the beast. Two of these cables are monofilament whips, but believe it or not, it's the other six transfer cables that will cause the most bad dreams. The two whips and the
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six transfer cables are all controlled by the nightmare as ifthey were tentacles. Inside the body of a nightmare is a processor of respectable power. When any of the six transfer cables score a vital blow on characters with a neural jack, then the demon has successfully inserted a cable in the jack. The victim's perception immediately shifts from real world to the GodNet. The demon has trapped the character within a section of the GodNet, where it attempts to possess the character. Nightmares choose isolated sections of the Net where they can spread mayhem without attracting too much attention. They also fortify the "prison" so that kidnapped characters have a very difficult time escaping; ifthe character can escape, she would be able to navigatetheGodNet normally. All but the very best of deckers will effectively become prisoners within the demon. The particular region should be mapped out by the gamemaster ahead of time. Up to six opponents may be "kidnapped" in this fashion (one percable), though each of the virtual selves will begin inside a different cell. These "holding" cells are several cells removed from the slave cell that controls the cable that sucked the character's virtual self inside in the first place. A victim of this attack may only return his consciousness to his own body if the nightmare is slain. If there is no one present to interrupt the processing, a nightmare will completely process the consciousness of a victim in about five minutes. The result of this processing is essentially a spirit chip, except the spirit so contained becomes partof the nightmare's builtin computer, not a separate chip. Any skills possessed by the spirit may be utilized just as if the demon had a spirit chip. This means that a virtual self inside a nightmare has five minutes to save herself by shutting down the core cell of the processor if no one is left in the physical world to save her (processed characters may attempt to take over the demon as per the spirit chip rules on pages 105-107 of The Cyberpapacy sourcebook). After the nightmare succeeds in this stage of its attack, it can use the energy
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that courses through the connecting cable to take control of the victim's cyberware. Weapons may be fired, punches or kicks delivered, etc. Obviously, any part ofthe victim that is not powered by cyberware may not be controlled by the demon. Note that the cables may be cut by a second opponent before or after .the. tip has been inserted into an opponent's neural jack. However, considering the demon's skill at maneuvering in combat, this is not an easy task. If a transfer cable is severed, the demon must still be defeated to save a comrade. Someone trapped inside a Nightmare had best hope that any friends who cut a transfer cable also know how to repair it, for recovery is only possible after the demon is defeated. This mode ofattack certainly makes the nightmare most dangerous to cybernetic opponents, but the demon's claws and monofilament whips can be used to good effect against others. Note that a failure by ten or more with a whip will not cause self-injury, but will instead cut one of the transfer cables. (NeuraIJack) Nightmare DEXTERITY 14 Dodge 16, maneuver 20, melee weapons 17, stealth 16 STRENGTH 13 TOUGHNESS 14 (18) PERCEPTION 14 Find 16, cyberdeck operation 16, scholar(computerscience) 17, tracking 16, trick (19) MIND 14 Cybertech 18, test (18), willpower 23 CHARISMA 8 Persuasion (16), taunt (15) SPIRIT 11 Faith 16, focus 15, reality 13 (if possibility rated), intimidation 13 Net Values: net attack (melee) 21, netdefense20, net find 18,netstealth 20, net manipulation 18, net tracking20 Possibility Potential: some (28) Skill Notes: A nightmare may possess a character. See page 68 of The GodNet. Natural Tools: claws (damage value STR +3/16)



Equipment: Cyberware: NeuraCal (5), six EpiphaNeur and connecting transfer cables (12), CSI HotShot II (2), two monofilament whips (damage value 23) (2), Interdermal Plating (armor value TOU +4/ 18)(2),cybervalue (23)



Response/Stealth/Processor/Storage: 2/2/7/15



Swarmer Swarrners are squat, powerful-looking demons. Their appearance is very similar to the popular conception of the demons of Hell. They are redskinned and sport of a pair of marvelous horns, not to mention a slender tail. These demons are like an entire civilization unto themselves because of the vast numbers of nanotech beings that exist within them. These nanotech beings are actually produced by the machinery in the stomach of swarmers, and characteristically make use of the nanotech beings by infecting opponents with them. One hand of the demon is a water hose sized nozzle and the other is a spike about the width of an ice pick. The tip of the spike is open as well. The larger nozzle is a nanotech discharger and is used to spray millions of nanotech beings at opponents (this is a missile weapons attack, with a range of four meters, covering a 120 degree arc). Any opponents in melee combat with the swarmer who are in the path of discharge suffer a -3 modifier to any dodge attempts. Opponents hit by the attack will be infested with the dangerous nanotech beings, which slowly deaden the nerves and reflexes of opponents. Those who are infested suffer damage value 12 each round, although those with sealed battle suits will not suffer damage for the first two rounds. Swarmers also have a potent nanotech injector, but they only use it when seriously threatened since they prefer to devour live victims. If a swarmer scores a hit with the injector (an IIl1anned combat attack) and causes at least a wound of damage, then a more virulent form of nanotech enters the victim's body, causing damage value 17 every round and completely liquifying the victim's innards.
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Swarmer DEXTERITY 10 Dodge 12, missile weapons 14, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTH 15 TOUGHNESS 13 (22) PERCEPTION 12 Find 16, trick (18) MIND 11 Test (20) CHARISMA 7 Persuasion 10, taunt 11 SPIRIT 9 Intimidation 15, reality 10 Possibility Potential: some (34) Natural Tools: fangs (damage value STR +2/17), horns (damage valueSTR +3/18) Equipment: Cyberware: NeuraCal (5), BelleMicro View (2), lnterdermal Plating (+6) (2) and Trigon Body Plating (+3) (3) for a total armor add of +9, Nanotech Discharger (2), Nanotech Injector (damage value 18) (2), cyber value 16



Aysle Many tunnels and caves can be found in occupied Scandanavia, in addition to the uncounted entrances in the British Isles. There are rumors that many evil half-folk have established a huge underground city somewhere between Ostersund and Sundsvall in Sweden. In Scotland, huge sinkholes have swallowed entire houses. The coal mines of Britain are a convenient means for horrors from below to migrate to the surface, and it is believed that many of the creatures from Aysle's Land Between have moved to the caverns of Earth. Many of the dwarves are mapping out the mines and the new caves which have sprungup. Several d warven companies are devoted exclusively to exploration and development of the resources uncovered in these tunnels. The excitement of the dwarves has sparked the term "gem rush" to describe the zeal with which they are entering the caves. The magic seems to be within the land as well. Subterranean realms are nothing new to the people of the Aysle cosm, with its strange flat disk world and



Land Between. Most folk have taken the caverns and tunnels beneath the Aysle realm on Earth to be perfectly natural; they expect an extensive underworld to exist beneath their feet. However, the underworld below England is not altogether like the spacious Land Between of the Aysle cosmo Instead of a vaulting cavernous sky, the Earth's underworld is made up of relatively modest caverns interconnected by a complex network of tunnels. This change in subterranean geography is enough to make some Aysle cosm folk as uncomfortable as anyone else in theclaustrophobicunderworld. The look and feel of the Aysle underworld is not very different from the Core Earth tunnels except that the Aysle tunnels tend to a ppear as ifthey were mined out of hard rock rather than created from natural causes. Indeed, many of the tunnels are populated by human and dwarven mining forces who have braced the tunnels with wood to make them safer as the miners explore for veins of ore. Deeper into the Aysle underworld exist races far more foul. In addition to the manes and gremlins, there are rumors of more powerful sentient races that have found a home below the Aysle realm: races of mad giants, and aquatic half-folk who have built cities in water-filled caverns. Many lesser folk communities have also entered the caves. Equally as dangerous as these races are the myriad of less intelligent monsters that call the underworld their home. Wyverns, tunnel dragons, and gorgons are only a few of the creatures that make travel in the Aysle underworld dangerous.



Draconis Cavemum The tunnel dragon appears to be the first dragon native to the Aysle realm, although it certainly is as formidable as its cousins from the cosmo Ayslish magicians theorize that this dragon "race" carne about when wandering creatures entered Aysle from the caverns and were physically transformed. However,if this theory is true, the number of tunnel dragons is unusually high. The tunnel dragon bores through



earth and stone with its massive front claws, often using its acid breath to get through very difficulty sections ofrock. Tunnels built by the dragon are circular, normally about three meters in diameter (just large enough to accommodate the dragon's serpentine body). This territorial creature takes the tunnels to be its lair. The longer a dragon lives, the vaster its lair's network of tunnels becomes, although mostofthe dragons are so "young" that few of the lairs are more than a kilometer in diameter. The dragon typically sleeps close to a place of great heat. It can sense almost any disturbance in its lair (make a Perception check), although many tunnel dragons construct magic alarm systems as well. It glides through its tunnels at startling speeds, propelled along by sets of clawed hands along the length ofits body. Despite its great intelligence, it views most people as little more than a quick snack; very seldom do unlucky adventures get the opportunity to beg for mercy. Draconis Cavernum DEXTERITY 10 Running 14, unarmed combat 16 STRENGTH 22 Climbing 24 TOUGHNESS 26 PERCEPTION 13 Alteration magic 14, divination magic 16,find 15,language 16, tracking 15, trick 16 MIND 14 Apportation magic 16, conjuration magic 15, test 16, willpower 15 CHARISMA 8 Charm 10, persuasion 12, taunt 10 SPIRIT 11 Intimidation (14) Additional Skills: three at +1 add Possibility Potential: some (40) Arcane Knowledges: earthly 4, darkness 3, earth 3, metal 2, entity 2, enchanted 2 Natural Tools: claws (damagevalue STR +4/26), bite (damage value STR +3/25), acid breath (damage value 25, range 25/50/100, use unarmed combat skill)



Note: although tunnel dragons can understand most folk languages, they are unable to pronounce most of them without magical assistance.
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Gremlins Gremlins are a race of Lesser Folk originally from the Aysle cosmo They average 60 cm in height, with hairless, black skin and sharply pointed ears and teeth. They dress in crude leathers or animal hides and carry smallspears. Originally from the Land Between in the Aysle realm, a large number of gremlins came across the maelstrom bridge when Uthorion invaded Earth. Even Uthorion's forces found the creatures detestable, and they were driven into the caverns almost immediately. Eventually, they invaded the coal mines of England and from there worked their way into the huge network of tunnels that had formed under the Earth's surface. Gremlins are still found mainly in the upper tunnels beneath the Aysle realm, where Ayslish reality is dominant. Gremlins are a malicious and impish race, numbering among their favorite pastimes such things as killing, torturing, vandalizing, and looting. They despise dwarves, and generally dislike giants, who tend to enslave the little race. Gremlins cluster in large tribes of thirty to a hundred individuals for protection from larger races. Anyone unlucky enough to venture upon the warren home of a gremlin tribe usually finds themselves facing early retirement as scores of the little creatures attack the intruder from all directions. If the gremlins lose a battle, they duck into tunnels too small for most creatures to follow. The grem1ins taunt intruders with numerous small attacks before launching a serious attack. Very tough intruders are usually annoyed from a safe distance, or herded towards one of the many pits or snares set about the gremlins' cave area. Gremlins DEXTERITY 10 Dodge 12, maneuver 11, melee weapons 12, missile weapons 11, unarmed combat 11 STRENGTHS TOUGHNESS 7 PERCEPTION 9 Languages 10, trick 11 MIND 8 Test 10
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CHARISMA 7 Taunt 9 SPIRIT 9 Intimidation (12) Possibility Potential: some (50) Natural Tools: claws (damage value STR +1/ 6), teeth (damage value STR +2/7 Equipment: spear (damage value STR +3 /8), buckler (armor value TOU +1/8)



Monoliths Monoliths are a mysterious race of folk whose origins are unknown, even to the people of Aysle. Their appearance is rare even in the Land Between, and so their rumored appearance in the caverns is a shock to many dwarves. No monoliths are known to have come over the bridge from Aysle. Dwarven lore holds that the monoliths are created by the gods of Aysle to track down and destroy those who have offended them. Monoliths appear as huge men, over four meters tall, with skin the color of stone and faceted like a cut gem. They wear simple clothes bound with iron bands and carry large battle axes with shafts of iron and a blade of faceted stone. They always travel alone, never speaking or communicating with any other beings. They often seem preoccupied with their travels, only taking notice of those who bar their path. Anyone who obstructs a monolith (accidentlyorotherwise) is attacked until the way is clear. The origin of the geas which compels the monoliths is un- . known, as is the race's origin, but it is bad fortune indeed to be the target of a monolith's quest, since the creature never rests until the quest is complete (it moves at a speed value of 12). It is known that monoliths require neither rest, nor food, and possibly can exist without air. The monoliths use the tunnels to follow their chosen prey wherever it may go around the globe. The creature will surface only to attack its target and then immediately disappear back into the tunnels of the Earth. Monoliths DEXTERITY 10 Melee weapons 15, unarmed combat 11



STRENGTH 18 TOUGHNESS 18 PERCEPTION 9 MIND 6 Test (18) CHARISMA 6 Taunt (18) SPIRIT 12 Intimidation (18) Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: rock hide (armor value TOU +4/22), magic tracking sense (tracks with effect value of 27 and a range of value 36) Equipment: battle axe (damage value STR +5/23) Note: Monoliths carry specially constructed battle axes. Should they have to use one for a smaller race, the maximum damage value drops to 20.



Nippon Tech Like CyberFrance, most of the Nippon Tech entrances to the Land Below are urban in nature. They are also far more frequent than most other realms and very difficult to discern. It is quite feasible for someone to think they have only found an underground level of a building when they have actually entered the caverns. The most accessible entrances are well guarded, but it is still fairly easy to find an unguarded entrance. The biggest danger with entering the caverns of Nippon Tech are the mutants and desperate poor that have taken over many subterranean sections. Beneath Nippon Tech is a very strange subterranean world unlike any other on Earth. The underworld is madeup of subway tunnels, basement complexes, and networks of corridors with walls sheathed in steel. Just as Japan scarcely realizes it has been invaded by another reality, so too is it difficult to realize that the world below Nippon Tech is anything other than man-made passages. Actually, the underworld was created in the same way as the tunnels below other realms and Core Earth, but the Nippon Tech underworld took on the technological image of its realm. The Kanawa Corporation has little use for the tunnels at this time, but it is also finding them a burden, since mutants, malcontents, terrorists,
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agents of the Rauru Block· and the priests of Palan are taking over in the underground. Technically, each corporation owns the land beneath the tunnels, but since they completely intertwine it is impossible to provide adequate security to prevent infiltrations. Scientists from all three of the corporate blocks are trying to determine what caused the caves and their extent within and outside the realm.



Godon The memories and fears of atomic weaponry inspired theJapanesemovie monster genre. That subconscious fear of total destruction has manifested itself in living incarnations of these apocalyptic creatures, although none have appeared - yet. A half dozen of these giant creatures sleep under the nearby seas or in massive caverns. Such events as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, or weapons testing could awaken one of these beasts and cause a rampage through Japan or China. There are rumors that Kanawa scientists have uncovered a sleeping behemoth and are trying to discover ways to control the beast so that they could awaken it and use it as a potential weapon of war or sell its services for profit. Godon is a typical example of this type of creature, although particularcharacteristics vary greatly from individual to individual. Godon has a reptilian body, similar to an alligator, with two long flexible necks each topped by a fearsome head. While most movie monsters have rudimentary intelligence or instinctive, empathic drives, Godon isn't that smart, and the big guy generally just rampages randomly about. Godon currently slumbers in a cave near a subway expansion tunnel which is now under construction beneath Tokyo. Workers blasting the new tunnel are getting closer and closer to his sleeping form. Godon DEXTERITY 12 swimming 13, unarmed combat 19 STRENGTH 38 TOUGHNESS 35 PERCEPTION 9 Trick (]2)



MIND 3 Test (]9) CHARISMA 4 Taunt (]7) SPIRIT 4 Intimidate (21) Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: tail sweep (damage valueSTR +5/ 43), bite (damage value STR +2/40), stomp (damage value 42), radioactive fire breath (damage value 32, range 500/1 km/ 4 km, use unarmed combat skill)



Kensai Spirit Kensai spirits, or spirits of any kind, are so alien to the realm of Nippon Tech that they will horrify any residents who have never encountered spirits before (act as intimidation 17). Kensai spirits appear as translucent images of Japanese men wearing simple, medieval clothing and carrying a very fine (and very corporeal) katana. The spirits seem to be drawn to unnaturally high technology to destroy the items and/or persons utilizing the technology. Kensai mostly dwell beneath the Nippon Tech realm but have been sighted above ground at night. Anyone using technology based on axioms above 24 might attract a Kensai spirit. The spirits are especially drawn to the bubbles created by possibility rated individuals if their reality is tech axiom 25 or higher. Kensai Spirit DEXTERITY 13 Dodge 15, maneuver 15, melee weapons 16 STRENGTH 12 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 15 Find 17, tracking 16 MIND 7 Test (20) CHARISMA 8 SPIRIT 12 Reality 13 (possibility rated only), intimidation (]6) Possibility Potential: some (35) Natural Tools: semi-corporeal (armor value TOU +12/ 24 vs. physical attacks, +8/ 20 vs. energy attacks) Equipment: katana (damage value +6/18)



Orrorsh The people of Orrorsh avoid any tunnel and cave entrances that they corne across. They are correct in believing that anything lurking below the surface must be at least as horrible as the monstrosities on the surface. For brave Storm Knights, the entrances can be found almost anywhere: at the base of a huge tree in the jungle, disguised behind rocks on a mountain side, even as a seemingly innocent broom closet in the basement ofa building. The psychology of terror lends itself to mysterious and dark subterranean passages. The terrifying underworld of the Orrorsh realm is split into two different kinds· of hell, of course, due to the tinkerings oftheGaunt Man. The High Lord commanded Heketon to extend the boundaries of the realm an additional 1,000 meters below the surface of the realm. The first level consists of the tombs, barrows, and unhallowed burial grounds that exist in abundance throughout the realm. These lands are marked by mass graves filled with the bodies of pagans whom the Victorians were unable to convert. Men who were excommunicated or otherwise considered below God's grace are also entombed in these graveyards. Beneath these tracts of sin-blasted soil thrive legions ofundead thirsting for revenge on the living. Small burrowed tunnels run chaotically below the ground, interconnecting tombs and graves with larger caverns. This area extends 150 meters down. The other underworld of Orrorsh is the caverns that lie much deeper in the earth. These caves are filled with pools of slime from which emerge all manner of nameless, gibbering beasts whose very sight is enough to drive sanity from a man's head. Luckily these creatures rarely make it to the surface unless called upon by some insane ritual or powerful being. When called, these nightmarish creatures erupt from the earth to destroy the life around them.
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D



imthreads in the Earth



The Kefertiri Idol and Rec Pakken used a series of dimthreads to link their realms to the Land Below. The dimthreads allow them to covertly manipulate the realm without getting the attention of their or the other High Lords. A dimthread is a temporary bridge between cosms, normally used to ferry agents from a High Lord's cosm to a cosm that has been marked for invasion. It is also an excellent short cut, since it "jumps" from one location to another, similar to teleportation. Normally, dimthreads go directly from one location to another, but these dimthreads connectto Core Earth and the Land Below in many locations. Most people are unaware that they are travelling inside a dimthread, and believe the entire cave network is inside the Earth. They don't realize that they have actually entered a different reality, which has led to the reports of a tropical world inside the planet. To create a dimthread, the Darkness Device must expend five possibilities. Normally they only last for about orie hour. Beyond the first hour, the Darkness Device must expend additional possibilities to keep the bridge "up". The Darkness Devices have found their experiment with longer duration dimthreads to be a stunning success.



Which Reality? Although a dimthread is a passageway to other cosms, it doesn't always retain it's natural reality and axioms. For dim threads that will be main-
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tained for any length of time, it is often much more practical to make it attuned to the reality it is passing through (in essence it is merely a passageway, although it can tunnel through solid objects). A dimthread that strictly holds the reality ofits home cosm (consider it a pure zone) costs an additional possibility every two hours; double the cost if it must travel through a pure zone of anotherreality. A dimthread that is a dominant zone for its home reality costs an additional possibility every six hours (double the cost if it passes through a pure zone of another reality). The final, and cheapest alternative, is to have the dimthread take on the reality of the area it is passing through, at a cost of one possibilityevery 36 hours (with no additional cost for passing through other pure zones). The Nile pit to Merretika is an example of a dim thread that doesn't retain its natural reality. Regardless of the reality within a dimthread, reality storms do not occur in dim-threads (unless someone within the dimthread summons one). Darkness Devices are almost always unaware of what is occurring within a dimthread, since they are busy tending to their stelae and the events within their borders. While powerful, they aren't omnipotent. However, a Darkness Device is master over the form of the dimthread, and can alter gravity, change the atmosphere, decrease or enlarge it (up to a maximum diameter of 200 meters) and move it to new locations at will.



Permanent Dimthreads There are only two "permanent" dimthreads at this time: one from the Living Land to Merretika and one from the Nile Empire to Merretika. The tunnel linking the Nile Empire and the Living Land is a created tunnel. The two Darkness Devices have placed a dimthread in two side tunnels directly off the main tunnel. Those who know of the dimthread's existence may dramaticallyshorten the traveltime. The single dimthreads from each realm offer direct access to Merretika, although they are dangerous to traverse (they are detailed in Chapter Three: Merretika). The Darkness Devices established these as a direct means of moving people and things to the realm if they saw the need. Eventually, if a good High Lord candidate does emerge, they will send agents down these passageways to retrieve the candidate, or possibly to plant stelae. The tunnel connecting the Nile and Living Land runs from Alexandria, Egypt to Rochester, Indiana. It is a dangerous journey between realms, covering about 12,000 kilometers. However, the dimthread shortens the trip to 300 kilometers and is contained entirely within the Nile Empire and the Living Land! Both tunnel and dimthread are about 50 meters wide and have been used for a variety of important missions. Both realms guard their entrance very well and have kept the tunnel's existence a secret.



Chapter One



Temporary Dimthreads The Darkness Devices also make extensive use of temporary dimthreads. Each Device will have up to two dozen threads cast into the Land Below at any one time.



The threads wind their way throughout the rock of the native realm, Core Earth and the Land Below. Since the dimthreads are designed to look like a natural cave, it is difficult to know whether you are in a cave or a dimthread. Because of this, it is possible to cross completely across the Earth in just a few meters if you know where the dimthreads lie. Unfortunately, this also makes it virtually impossible to map the caverns beneath the Earth. The Darkness Devices will not run these dimthreads through territory under the axioms of anotherrealrn, but they can bring the dimthread up to the surface of Core Earth, the Nile Empire or the Living Land. Sometimes a dimthread will tunnel up beneath a group of Storm Knights, "swallowing" them into the Earth. The Darkness Device then closes the way to the surface, forcing the Storm Knights to explore the caves. This has been an excellent means to get rid of Storm Knights who have caused too much trouble. The Kefertiri Idol is experimenting with the idea of luring groups of Storm Knights to Merretika to teach the High Lord candidates about the foes they will have to face.
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Nightmare Worm The nightmare worm is one of the Gaunt Man's horrendous creations. These 10 foot long, caterpillar-likecreatures are the High Lord's harbingers of madness and insanity. They live deep in the Earth until called. Once summoned, they burst from the ground to destroy their victim. The nightmare worm lashes out with the four long tentacles which extrude from its gruesomely human-like face. Victims injured by the slashing tentacles are subject to the insidious venom carried by the nightmare worm's appendages. In addition to damage from the tentacle itself, the victim must generate a Toughness total of 12 or greater to resist the poison's effect. If the victim fails the check, find the monster's result points on the Power Push Table, removing that many points of Mind. The character is also paralyzed with fear for the duration of the encounter. Anyone reduced to a Milld of 0 goes insane. Lost Milld points return at a rate of one point per hour. Those who go insane do not recover Mind points. Nightmare Worm DEXTERITY 9 Stealth 1I, unarmed combat I I STRENGTH 18 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 8 Tracking 10 MIND 4 Test (14)
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CHARISMA 2 SPIRIT 8 Intimidation (10), reality 10 (possibility rated only) Possibility Potential: some (35) Natural Tools: four tentacles (attackseparately, damagevalueSTR +1/ 19), venom (see description) Power Rating: 1 (may not choose



attack fonn resistance: heat/fire) Corruption Value: 14 Fear Rating: 1/2 Suggested Perseverance ON: 12 Suggested Weakness: open flame Suggested True Death: to be cast into a volcanic pit after each tentacle has been severed by a blessed blade



Wight It is said in Orrorsh that some men have souls that are so wicked even the devil does not want them in hell. Of course, that is wrong since the Gaunt Man keeps these precious souls for wights. Wights are doomed to wander the earth, never to show their face to the sun again. These vile creatures have an insane hatred for all that lives and seek to murder any living being. Wights appear as ghastly white, bloated corpses still dressed in the remains of their burial clothing (which often allows them to be recognized). Their teeth are pointed and their fingernailsareunnaturally longand wickedly curved. Wights are so imbued with the chill of dead flesh that any living being who contacts a wight must



resist the creature's life-draining power. Both the wight and the victim generate Spirit totals. If the wight's total is greater, then the difference in the results is checked on the Combat Resul ts Table (page 40 of the Torg Rulebook) to find how much damage the wight's victim suffers. If the victim generates a higher Spirit total than the wight, the creature takes no damage, but may suffer a setback at the gamemaster's discretion. Wight DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 14, maneuver 13, stealth 13, unarmed combat 14 STRENGTH 15 Climbing 16 TOUGHNESS 16 PERCEPTION 13 Tracking 14, trick 15 MIND 8 CHARISMA 3 SPIRIT 16 Intimidation 18 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: claws (damage value STR +3/18 plus life-drain), teeth (damage value STR +2/17 plus life-drain Power Rating: 2 Corruption Value: 14 Fear Rating: 1/2 Suggested Perseverance ON: 13 Suggested Weakness: sunlight Suggested True Death: a miracle which completely destroys the wight's body (must cause six or more wounds).
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Entering the Caves
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alien than the other realms on the Earth. Throughout our journetJs beneath the planet we encountered things unexpected and for the time being inexplicable. However, all of the surprises of our subterranean journetJs were nothing compared to the realization that deep in the core ofthe Earth was a realm where magic worked freely, seemingly as powerful as beloved Aysle. I have yet to detennine the nature of this region- is Earth's reality malleable? Is Earth itself changing to accept all portions ofthese new realities? Ifthis is so, the resilienClJ of the planet is remarkable. My maps and careful journal entries should certainly be enough toenticeothers to finance explorations ofthe caverns. This land below the Earth may be an important key in the wars. With more substantial funding and exploration we should be able to detennine the peculiarities of this region. -B.D.



19 October, 1990 (Earth reckoning) Belladereth Dularent's first expedition into the caverns provided the most comprehensive knowledge of the underground caverns beneath Aysle. His initial report documented many of creatures beneath the realm and his painstaking research (supplemented throughout the journey by various divination magics) produced an accurate map of many sections of the caverns of Aysle. Belladereth's party kept a careful record of magic potency throughout their journeys, and were surprised to learn how shallow the boundaries of Aysle were. They were even more surprised to find a rather large pocket within the Earth that supported much higher magics. What they did notknow was that they actually entered the fringe reality of the Land Below



(Belladereth coined the name, despite his misunderstanding of the true nature of his discovery).



History of the Land Below The Land Below is a great, unexplored frontier. The fringe reality had at one time been connected to the reality of the Earth, and could be physically entered through many of the caves leading underground. While the physical link was stable, millions of people believed in an underground world providing a psychic anchor to Earth's reality. As mankind's world view became increasingly scientific, people simply stopped believing in the possibility of a world "within" the Earth, severing both the psychic and the physical link.



The Realm's Boundaries The Land Below is a huge mass of rock in the form of an oblong cylinder. It is nearly 25 million kilometers long and over 10 million kilometers in height and thickness. The cylinder is everything in the realm - there is nothing "outside" the cylinder, not even a void. There is simply no physical space outside this amazingly large hunk of rock. Within the rock are millions ofcaves and caverns. The surface area of the known tunnels easily exceeds the surface area ofthe Earth. The whole of the realm is filled with an oxygen rich atmosphere especially hospitable to humans. The caves are home to all kinds of creatures both known and unknown. Many creatures have migrated across to the Land Below from Earth. Unlike II
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the Earth, there was never a great cataclysm to wipe out the dinosaurs, so most varieties of Earth dinosaurs can found. Creatures from all of the major epochs can be found within different sections of the caves. In addition, creatures seemingly native to the Land Below are quite common, encompassing all of the major biological groups.



The Nature of the Caves The Land Below is a realm rich in animal and plant life. With abundant running water and even plenty of soil, many strange life forms thrive. There is no standard size for the cave passages. Some are dozens of meters across, others are only a fraction as wide. The cave walls are generally cool and most are very damp due to the high moisture content of the realm. The rock walls are often rough and jagged, and it is quite easy to trip in the near permanent darkness and twilight. The passages wind and twist unpredictably, with numerous intersections and branches: even the most experience cartographer will have difficulty making an accurate map (difficulty of 13 for every 500 meters mapped), especially considering that the caves are never flat, but instead twist up and down around each other. Streams, rivers and lakes (some the size ofrespectable Earth seas) are found throughout the multi-level caverns. The water is almost always clear and very cold, but refreshing and safe to drink. The moisture also collects in dense pockets of mist that can be found nearly anywhere. The mists further obscure vision in the realm.



Plant Life The dominant plant life forms of the Land Below are moss and fungi, although ferns can be found in small quantities. More sophisticated plants like bushes and trees can only be found in the domed worlds. The fungi come in all shapes and sizes, with some growing as high as ten meters. Common species are less than one-meter tall, with several short stem-like protrusions growing vertically out from the main root. They typically have well-developed roots
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which are able to absorb the requisite nutrients and moisture from the soil, while the protrusions absorb scarcer materials from the air. They are an excellent source of nutrition for most of the animals in the realm. Many of the plants have specialized adaptations to protectthemselves or propagate the species. Some species of fungi have exploding sacs so that creatures will spread the small spores throughout nearby caves. There are also several luminescent species of fungi, which use the cool glow to attract insects for food. Some of the larger fungi have adapted to prey on larger creatures such as mice and other herbivores. Most forms of fungi are white or off-white, although a few species have developed other pigments, like light blue or brown. Moss is very common, and most caverns are covered with a soft carpet oftheprimitive plants. The plants have been spread throughout the realm by roaming creatures, and serve a necessary niche in the food chain. Some species are brown or other dark colors, although like the fungi, there aremany different species that have pigments for blue, yellow or green. Most mosses provide food for the creatures of the realm, but there are a few poisonous varieties as well (damage value 9 to 14 for up to one hour). Moss can be found clinging to stalagmites and stalactites, as well as hanging off ceilings. Ferns have a difficult time surviving in the environment of the Land Below. In fact, those in the Land Below can barely be classified as ferns since they require no sunlight for survival. They also depend on a good root structure to draw nutrients and water from the soil, and are often white or grey in color. Their only advantage in the Land Below is that each cave has a stable climate, with no variation in temperature and moisture. Below is a listing of some of the more interesting and useful varieties of plant life in the Land Below. A character with a scholar Iplaltt lore) specialization may identify any of these fungi and mosses with a total of 10. Characters without skill in this field may identify these plants and learn their uses with a total of 13.



Abethor Bulbs These highly explosive round fungus plants present a hazard to careless explorers, but they do have their uses. The plants are about 15 centimeters high, including the round bulb which is about 10 centimeters high. The rest of the plant is a thick stem. The plant's color is a mixture of red and white swirls. When touched to an open flame the bulbs explode, doing damage value 13 in a two meter blast radius. Unfortunately, these plants normally grow in closely grouped clusters, and the explosion of just one bulb often sets off a chain reaction that consumes whole caverns.



Black Stem Black Stem is a black colored root for a mushroom-like fungus. When mixed with water it is used for watersoluble inks, which are excellent for making temporary or erasable messages. Some artisans also use the ink to temporarily dye fabrics for religious festivals and other ceremonies.



Drowners These fungi are also very dangerous to curious passersby. The drowners are about 35 centimeters tall when full grown, with a round, flattened dome at the top of a thin stern. The white plants constantly sway as if being blown in the wind. The drowners are very sensitive and explode when touched, showering the offending character in a cloud ofspores about one meter across. Any character in the cloud and facing the plant must make a dodge total against a difficulty of 12 or the spores hit the character directly in the face. The spores do damage value 9 in the first round and lodge in the lungs. For the next week the character must make a Toughness check against a steadily increasing difficulty or take damage from the spores. The first day's difficulty is 10, and the difficulty increases by one for each additional day. If the check is failed the character takes damage value 11. The Kets have developed an elixir made from water, the eggs ofHunndel fish and black root, which irnrnedi-
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ately destroys the spores without damage to the character.



Glowers Glowers is a term used to describe the many luminescent fungi found in the Land Below. An average glower is used to illuminate a one meter radius for six hours.



Kattecoph This root is normally found only in drier sections ofthe Land Below. When dried and soaked for three hours in any vegetable oil it provides a strand



which can be used to mend clothing and other materials made of cloth. While the root is plainly visible, the mended article is at least as strong as the original. Kattecoph may not be used to mend leather, wood, plastics, metals or other such products.



Lure Cream This effective ointment is created from a mixture of any cream and the juice from "death lure" stems. The carniverous fungus uses synthesized pheromones to lure small mammals. The stems are drained of their juices and mixed with creams and ground



actolin ferns. Several of the different humanoid tribes use this cream to attract creatures to hunting parties.



Pellspores These fungi are generally small, circular growths found scattered amongst many other varieties offungi. The spores areabout3 cm talland4cm across, with white coloring and layered brown dots. When ground into a fine powder and mixed with water and sensin stalks (blue fungi stalks about 10 em tall) they form a watery salve which can be applied to many kinds of wounds to help speed heal-
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ing. It takes five ground pellspores and three sensin stalks to make one application, which adds a +2 to all first aid rolls. .



Sata'Chlar This fern helps characters resist pain. The short reddish fern can be found on the edges of streams and rivers. The juice is drained from the fern's stem and drank the round after a K result has been taken. If the character can make a willpower total of 15, the character may ignore the effects of the "K" (the K effectively goes away).



Talgar Spore These large white spores are filled with a sap that assists in climbing. Characters who rub this sap on their handsgeta+l to all climbing rolls. This sap may be stored indefinitely, but a new application must be made after every half hour of climbing.



Tbathap This kind of moss is a brownish blue in color and has a foul smell. When eaten it heightens one's Perception in dark situations. The character must eat 40 grams of the moss to get the Perception benefit. To eat the moss requires a willpower of 11 due to the revolting stench of the moss, but the character adds +1 to Perception for a time value of 25 (one day).



Zeta'ckl Moss The "useful" properties of this moss were discovered by the Kets. This moss is dried to form a flaked powder, which IS then apphed to a spear or other bladed weapon. The powder causes extreme pain when injected into the blood stream, causing stun damage WIth a value of 13 for four rounds (if t~e weapon causes any damage, consIder the moss injected into the target's blood stream; armor is ignored for purposes of stun damage determination).
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Animal Life The animal life of the Land Below is both diverse and exciting: a superior playground for biologists! Creatures o~ every type can be found, including dmosaurs, Insects, mammals, lizards, amphibians, and avians. Creatures also range from extremely small herbivores to large carnivorous beasts towering up to 20 meters tall. Creatures are found in the environments most suited to them - reptiles ~n hot and moist swamps, mammals Just about everywhere, avians in caverns with high roofs and plenty of plants for food. Most of the creatures in the caverns are well adapted to the permanent darkness of the realm. Many of them have a highly developed sense ofsmell while others have eyesight tha t is tuned well into the infra-red range. Some have even developed sonar akin to that of Earth bats. Below are some of the commonly encountered creatures native to the Land Below.



Atten Alten are small avians found in many of the large caverns of the Land Below. They areat home in the permanent darkness of the realm and have developed a kind of sonar that greatly enhances their Perception in the dark. . The small birds weigh less than a kilogram, but are equipped with razor sharp talons. They have dark brown feathers and an unmistakable cackle. They normally nest in large groups, and use the cackle to warn off invaders. They make their nests in the cavern walls and are fiercely protective of their territory. They attack any creature that enters their cavern, and since they are able to rally so many of their kind in these attacks, they are normally able to drive away almost any creature. A typical Atten cavern will have30 adult birds guarding about 25 nests. If the Storm Knights can get to the nests, the eggs are nutritious and satisfying.



Atten DEXTERITY 5 Flying 9, maneuver 13, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 1 TOUGHNESS 1 PERCEPTION 9 Tracking 12 MIND 2 CHARISMA 1 SPIRIT 1 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Talons (damage value STR +4/5)



Rassitar The rassitar is a large reptile found only.m the warmest sections of the Land Below. A full grown specimen reaches up to four meters long and bears an uncanny resemblance to Earth crocodiles. Their snouts are short but filled with sharp teeth. Their leg~ are also rather long (about one and a half meters), so they have a high profile (about two meters tall at the shoulder). The creatures are at home in both water and on land, and are capable of runnIng and swimming at remarkable speeds. They do most of their hunting on land.



Rassitar DEXTERITY 12 Stealth 15, running 16, swimming 16, unarmed combat 16 . STRENGTH 13 TOUGHNESS 14 PERCEPTION 7 Tracking 11, trick (6) MIND 3 Test (3) CHARISMA 2 Taunt (0) SPIRIT 4 Intimidation (8) Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Tough hide (armor value TOU+3/17), teeth (damage value STR +3/16), claws (damage value STR +2/15), running (speed value 12 before pushing)
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Civilizations Many different civilizations can be found within the Land Below. Most of them control a specific territory and utilize hunting and farming as the primary means of acquiring food. Many of the people in the Land Below obviously migrated to this realm from Earth, but others are unique to the realm. The following examples are not exhaustive, but are merely present to give gamemasters a feel for the type of civilizations that may be presented in the Land Below.



Kets The Kets are short humanoids (averaging 125 em tall) that have mastered their local cavern environment. There are many tribes of the species, normally numbering from 50 to 200 individuals. The difficulty of finding enough food to support larger groups keeps the population of individual tribes down, and the tribes themselves are often hundreds of kilometers awa y from each other. They are humanoid in form, with pale brown skin. Their heads are oblong, curving up at the back, with large ears, and small eyes set far back in the skull. Each hand and foot only has four digits, with one pair opposed to the other pair for added agility. As a whole they are aggressive and territorial. They will attack anything that they feel threatens their territory, although they do have a predictable fascination with items of magic and technology. They have developed up toaboutTechlevel7, with use ofspears for hunting and the beginning of domestication of animals for food and travel. They have a thorough knowledge of the fungi and mosses of the area, and rely on them for many of their products. Typical Ket DEXTERITYS Dodge 9, melee combat 10, stealth 10, unarmed combat 9 STRENGTH 7 TOUGHNESS 7



PERCEPTION 7 Find 8, first aid 9, scholar (animal husbandry) 10, scholar (plant lore) 10, tracking 9 MINDS Survival 10, test 10 CHARISMA 7 SPIRIT 6 Possibility Potential: some (55) Tools: spear (STR +3/10), animal hides, various fungi mixtures. Wanneck The wanneck are a proud, but friendly people who inhabit the caves of the Land Below. They are clearly human, with short but muscled bodies and deep brown to black skin. These people are divided into many tribes, but they also have strong extended family ties that extend beyond the tribal organization. For this reason the people have never warred upon each other, and the tribes often band together for to eliminate a common enemy. The tribes have formed several small, permanent city/ states, and they are learning to use hard metals in much of everyday life (they have discovered a few caves with abundant resources). They use glowers to illuminate their uninhabited territories, but they mix the glowers with juices from fedder ferns for lanterns and other long range light sources. The tribes are very communal in nature, with natural resources shared amongst all members of the community provided that person provides whatever service he or she can. The Wanneckalso have use oftheengineering skill and have been known to construct elaborate temples at the center of their settlements. If encountered by the Storm Knights, they will be hospitable providing them shelter and food for a time. The wanneck are also practical, and if the Storm Knights do not offer to help support the community, they will be asked to join and takeupa role (such as becoming a hunter, farmer or craftsman). If the Storm Knights refuse they will be asked to leave, and it is not wise to overstep the bounds of their kindness.



Typical Wanneck DEXTERITYS Beast riding 9, missile weapons 9, unarmed combat 10 STRENGTHS TOUGHNESS 8 PERCEPTION S Divination magic 9, find 9, first aid 10, scholar (plant lore) 11 MIND 7 CHARISMA 9 Charm 10, persuasion 12, taunt 10 SPIRITS Intimidation 9 Possibility Potential: some (70)



Exploration Many of the guidelines for subterranean exploration of the Earth apply to the Land Below, although there are quite a few elements of this realm that require closer examination.



The Domed Worlds Scattered within the endless maze of caverns are the domed worlds ofthe realm. These worlds are of respectable size, being hundreds or thousands of kilometers across. Most ofthese worlds have domes many kilometers high, and a few, such as Merretika, have their own satellite to provide heat and light (like Helephez, these satellites are normally powered by the spiritual energies of the realm). Naturally, they have an ecology quite different from that of the caverns. While all of them are bound by the axioms and world laws ofthe Land Below, there isa great deal ofdiversity within the different worlds. The domes worlds are rare (perhaps one every few thousand kilometers), but they provide a much easier existence than thatofthecaverns. Each domed world normally has several unique species of creatures (as well as many common to the Land Below), as well as at least one intelligent race. Terrain within the worlds is frequently plains or mountainous, although
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swamps, jungles, forests and even deserts can be found in some of the worlds. Merretika is an excellent example of the kind of diversity that can be found in a domed world. Use this as a guideline when developing your own unique domed worlds of the Land Below.



Lost Civilizations The Land Below seems to have been populated by many ancient civilizations which also existed on Earth. Their legacy is apparent everywhere. Characters in the Land Below will stumble across the ruins of buildings and cities of Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Mayan, Aztec, or Chinese origin. There are some cities that have a combination of architectural styles, clearly showing that these cultures interacted within the Land Below. Some of the temples defy even the amazing architecture of the parent cultures on Earth (a result of the Law of Wonders). Still other ruins seem to indicate as yet undiscovered civilizations. Few clues to indicate why these cities were abandoned. Considering the expansionist and violent natures of many of
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the Earth cultures, it is quite pOSSible that many were conquered and either assimilated or destroyed in the process. However, othertradgedies could have befallen these ancient cities - it is up to the Storm Knights to find out for themselves.



Wealth and Magic The characters should also encounter magical artifacts. Powerful artifacts are probably well guarded bymechanical and magical traps, but lesser artifacts and magically enhanced items could be discovered almost anywhere. The minerals and gems of the Land Below offer rich bounty to those who can return to Earth. Many of Earth's valuable metals and gems, such as gold, silver, diamonds, rubies and so forth, can be found, while Storm Knights will find gems which are unique to the Land Below. Natural materials for metal smelting are also abundant. While it would be impossible for Earth interests to make use of this mineral wealth, many of the civilizations native to the Land Below are utilizing the materials to fashion hard metal tools.



Knowledge Once characters have entered the Land Below the most valuable treasure is knowledge. Characters will be desperate to secure steady supplies of food, water and shelter from the more aggressive creatures. They will also want to acquire weapons and probably salves and potions made from the natural plant life. They can be given this information by native tribes or wandering individuals. . After a time the wanderlust of the characters will ignite the desire to leave the Land Below no matter how comfortable an existence they may have been able to eke out. They could always just wander back into a dimthread to lead them to Earth, or they might enter Merretika and discover the Nile pit or the Living Land waterfall. They might also encounter other groups of wandering Storm Knights, and between them they may be able to formulate a plan for escape. The final option is to have them acquire a mystical artifact loaded with divination knowledge so tha t they may be able to find their way home.
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